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Abstract 

Design of practical routing protocols is complex 
and dificult due to complicated requirements of fault- 
tolerance and flexibility. The protocol is defined to be 
fault-tolerant if messages can be rerouted via another 
path when the communication channel fails. In this 
paper, we propose a new synthesis method for gener- 
ating a fault-tolerant routing protocol for a given ser- 
vice specification and a network topology. The routing 
protocol thus obtained adopts a multipath routing aug- 
mented with sets, where each set stores the next nodes 
for routing, and updates the sets according to network 
topology changes. Additionally, the routing protocol can 
attain flexibility by the multipath routing mechanism in 
the sense that only a small amount of changes is needed 
for addition or deletion of nodes. Finally, we show the 
effectiveness of the proposed method through an appli- 
cation to a typical routing service of message delivery 
from a source node to a destination node. 

1 Introduction 

Routing in a packet switched network is to deliver 
packets through communication paths from a source 
node to a destination node. It is desirable to route 
packets over the best possible communication paths 
available in the networks. The communication paths 
are determined by the network conditions such as 
queueing delay and processing time [lo]. 

Routing that does not frequently change the commu- 
nication paths is said to be static routing. Depending 
on the number of communication paths to be prepared 
between the source and destination nodes, static rout- 
ing is divided into single path routing and multipath 
routing. The multipath routing is more robust than 
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single path routing because as long as at least one of 
multiple paths between source and destination nodes is 
viable the messages will be delivered. Multipath rout- 
ing is thus one of the most promising ways to realize 
the reliable routing services [3] [4]. 

The most fundamental requirement for multipath 
routing protocols is considered as follows: 

Requirement (1) Fundamental capability for mul- 
tipath routing: Since messages are delivered 
through multiple communication paths, proto- 
col specification for the message delivery must 
be specified for any node on the communication 
paths. 

Next, fault-tolerance and flexibility become impor- 
tant characteristics to ensure quality of communication 
services. Therefore, the protocol must also satisfy the 
following two hard requirements: 

Requirement (2) Fault-tolerance for a communica- 
tion channel failure: In order to surely deliver mes- 
sages from source node to destination node even 
when a communication channel fails, the source 
node must possess a recovery function of rerout- 
ing. 

Requirement (3) Flexibility for network topology 
changes: When some nodes and channels are newly 
added or deleted on the network, modification of 
the protocol specification must be easily done. 

Since routing protocols become much larger and 
more complex due to the above hard requirements of 
fault-tolerance and flexibility, it is a serious problem to 
design routing protocols. For such a difficult and com- 
plex protocol design, the protocol synthesis [9] is rec- 
ognized as one of the most prominent solutions, which 
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automatically derives the protocol specifications with- 
out specification errors. In this paper, the synthesis 
of routing protocols is defined as generation of a rout- 
ing protocol specification from a routing service spec- 
ification, both of which are modeled by Finite State 
Machines ( FSMS). 

So far, various protocol synthesis methods have been 
proposed [la] [6] [8] [9]. H owever, none of them was for 
routing protocols with recovery function of rerouting, 
although the previous methods generate recovery func- 
tions such as retransmission for message loss, check- 
pointing and rollback recovery for coordination loss [l] 
PI WI. 

This paper proposes a new synthesis method for 
complex multipath routing protocols which satisfy the 
Requirements (l), (2) and (3). The proposed 
method generates multipath routing augmented with 
sets, each of which is represented as t-set and stores 
the candidates of the next nodes. The sets are utilized 
for determining the next node to which messages are 
transmitted along a communication path. The synthe- 
sized protocol specification has a rerouting function, 
such that the messages can be rerouted through one of 
the multiple paths by referring the node in the t-set. 
Furthermore, the protocol specification can be modi- 
fied easily just by updating nodes in the set, even when 
network topology changes. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec- 
tion 2 gives fundamental definitions concerning proto- 
col synthesis. In Section 3, we define synthesis prob- 
lem for multipath routing and proposed a solution of 
the problem. Then, we apply our method to a typical 
example in Section 4. Flexibility for topology change 
is discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes 
this paper with future research. 

2 Preliminaries 

2.1 Communication Model 

As shown in Figure 1, a communication service is 
specified by service primitives exchanged between users 
in the higher layer and nodes in the lower layer through 
service access points (SAPS), and a routing protocol 
can be viewed as a black box from users’ view point. 
The nodes are also called protocol entities which are 
denoted by PEs in the following. 

In a routing protocol, each PE must deliver a mes- 
sage through existing physical channels. Each channel 
between PEs is modeled by two unidirectional FIFO 
queues. 

g 
ice 

Figure 1: Communication model 

2.2 Topology Graph 

Itefinition 1 : A topology graph is defined as an undi- 
r.a:cted graph G = (V, E), where 

l V represents a set of PEs, and 

l E(& V x V) represents a set of communication 
channels. 

For any two nodes PE,, PE, E V on a topology 
g.aph G = (V,E), if th ere exists an edge (u, u) E E, 
tlien node PE, is called an adjacent node of PE,. 

This paper imposes the following restriction to as- 
sine the connectivity of the communication path be- 
tl#veen any pair of PEs even if a communication channel 
f; .ils 

Restriction 1 : There are at least two edge-disjoint 
u Idirected paths between any two PEs in the topology 
gl.aph. 

From Restriction 1, for any pair of nodes 
E Ei, PEj E V, a path p between PEi and PEj must 
e::ist. Intuitively, the path p can be interpreted as 
a communication path from protocol entities PEi to 
F Ej. Then, let us consider a case that useri commu- 
n cates with userj via the path p. At first, useri sends 
tile service primitive p to PE,. Next, PEi sends a mes- 
s;tge e to PEj via the path p. Then, PEj receives e 
alid sends the service primitive q to userj. For this, 
we call PE, and PE,, S-node and D-node of the path 
p respectively. For the path p, the intermediate nodes 
b#:tween PEa and PEj are called R-nodes on p. Mes- 
s;lges are delivered from the S-node to the D-node via 
R-nodes on the communication path. As a special case, 
if PEi is an adjacent node of PEj and p = (PEi, PEj), 
tlien p does not have R-node. 
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2.3 Service Specification 
9 1 

A service specification defines an execution order of 
service primitives which are exchanged between users 
and protocol entities through service access points. A 
service access point between useri and PEi is denoted 
by SAPi. 

Definition 2 : A service specification is modeled by 
a Finite State Machine (FSM) S =< S’s, Es, Ts, u > 
where 

0 Ss is a non-empty finite set of service states. 

l Cs is a finite set of service primitives. Each service 
primitive p E Cs has, as an attribute, an index of 
service access point(SAP) through which p passes. 
When primitive p passes through SAPi, we define 
a function sup(p) = i, and the primitive is denoted 
by Pi. 

l Ts : Ss x Cs --+ Ss is a partial transition function. 
For simplicity, we use Ts also to represent a set of 
triples (u,p,v)‘s such that v = Ts(u,p) (u,v E 
Ss,P E Es). 

0 u E Ss is an initial service state. 

A state u E Ss is called a final state iff there is no 
outgoing transition (u,p, U) for any p and v. 

If more than one transition is outgoing from a service 
state. one of such transitions is chosen and executed. 

We call this FSM an S-SPEC. A service specifi- 
cation S-SPEC is represented by a labeled directed 
graph. For each transition (u,p, w), we define vertices 
u and v for states u and v, respectively, and define an 
edge from vertex u to vertex V, and attach a label p 
to the edge. In the following, we refer to this edge as 
(u, P, v). 

Consider an S-SPEC which represents a service 
specification S =< 5’s, Cs, Ts, cr >. For any state 
which represents a service state s E SS in S, we define 
OUT(s) = {iI; = sup(p) where p is a label attached to 
an outgoing transition from s }. 

An example of the S-SPEC is shown in Figure 2. 
In this figure, an oval denotes a service state, and an 
arrow denotes a transition between states. The state 
drawn by a bold oval is an initial state. This service 
specification represents sequences of message delivery 
from the source node to the destination node and its 
positive or negative acknowledgement from the desti- 
nation node to the source node. For example, after 
useri sends S-reql to PE1 through SAPI, user5 re- 
ceives Sind5 from PEB through SAP5 in this order. 

S-ieql 

+ 
2 

Sjnd5 

55 3 

S-call5 R_ 

4 4 
S-conf 1 

-call5 

t? 
6 

R-conf 1 

cb 
Figure 2: Service specification 

Then, users sends S-call5 through SAPS, and user1 
receives S-confl from PE1 through SAPI. 

This paper additionally imposes the following two 
restrictions to assure the correctness of the proposed 
protocol synthesis method. 

Restriction 2 : The graph representation of S- 
SPEC is a tree. 

This restriction implies that in the given S-SPEC 
at most one transition sequence exists between any two 
states. Based on the tree structure, we introduce the 
following execution order of service primitives. 

Definition 3 : Consider an S-SPEC satisfying Re- 
striction 2 and any transition sequence (ul,pl, u2) 
(u2,p2,u3) ... (uk,pk,uk+l) in the S-SPEC, where ui 
is the initial state and uk+l is a final state in S-SPEC. 
Then we define an execution order of service primitives 
pi, ~2,. . .,pk, such that service primitive pi(i 2 Ic) must 
be executed before service primitives pifl,pi+2,’ s .,pk 
for any i. 

Restriction 3 : In the S-SPEC, for any three states 
u, w and w (V # w), TS does not include two transitions 
(~,P,~),(u,P’, w> with sap(p) # SOP and P # P’. 

This restriction implies that service primitives p and 
p’ are not simultaneously exchanged through different 
SAPS. 

2.4 Protocol Specification 

Transmission and reception of messages between ad- 
jacent nodes are defined as follows. 

Definition 4 : If message e is transmitted to PEj, 
then it is denoted by a transmission event !e(j). If 
message e is transmitted to one of PEj,, PEjz, . .., 
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PEjk, then it is denoted by a transmission event 
!e(ji,&; .,jk). On the other hand, if message e is 
received by PEj, then it is denoted by a reception 
event ?e(j). If message e is received by one of PEj,, 
PEjz, ‘. ‘, PEj, , then it is denoted by a reception event 
?e(.h&,. . .,&I. 

We introduce a set of nodes called t-set for each 
node PE,. The t-set is used for determining the adja- 
cent node to which the PE; transmits or receives mes- 
sages along a communication path. The transmission 
event !e(t-set) where t-set = {ji, j,, . .jk} implies that 
message e is transmitted to one of the adjacent nodes 
PEj,, PEj,, ’ ’ ‘, PEjb. We assume that the adjacent 
nodes are determined by the S-node of message m  and 
the identification number of a communication path on 
which message m  is delivered. This is so-called source- 
based routing. A reception event ?e(ji, jz, . .jk) is also 
denoted by ?e(t-set) with t-set = {jl, ~‘2,. .jk}. 

In order to realize loop-free transmission, we assume 
that after a message is received from adjacent PEi, it 
cannot be transmitted to the same PEi. 

The protocol specification consists of n-tuples of 
specifications for protocol entities. 

Definition 5 : A protocol entity specification is mod- 
eled by an FSM Pi =< Si,, I&,, Tip, ‘Tip > where 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Sip is a non-empty finite set of protocol states. 

Ci, is a non-empty finite set of protocol events. 
Cip = {p/p E  CS, SUP(P) = i} U MEXi  U (T.0.) U 
{E}, where ES is a set of primitives in Definition 
2, and MEX; is a set of events which are trans- 
mitted from PEi,, PEi,, . . , PEi, or received by 
PEi, , PEi, , . ’ ’ , PEi,, and T.O. is a timeout event 
that occurs when a predetermined time elapses. 
E is null primitive that causes no message exchang- 
ing. 

Tip: Sip x Ci, -+ Sip is a partial transition func- 
tion. For simplicity, we also use Tip to represent a 
set of triples (u,p,v) such that w = Ti::,(~,p). 

(Tip E Sip is an initial protocol state. 

We call this FSM a PE-SPECi. As for the ser- 
vice specification, a protocol entity specification is also 
represented by a labeled directed graph. 

We explain a timeout transition (u, T.O., u) in TQ,. 
At the time when the state of PE-SPECi moves to 
state u, counting time starts. Only when a current 
state of PE-SPECI is state u and the predetermined 
time elapsed, the state of PE-SPECi moves to state 
21. 

A state u E S;, is called a final state iff there is no 
outgoing transition (u,p, w) for any p and V. A state 
~1 E Sip is called a receiving state for e iff any outgoing 
transition form u is a reception event (u,?e(t-set), 21) 
for any t-set and v. 

Protocol specification (P-SPEC) P consists of n- 
l’uples of Pi =< Sip) Xi,) z:, , flip > (1 2 i 5 n), and 
1’ is denoted by an FSM P =< S,, C,, Tp, up > where 
sp = (s1pxs2px’-xs,p), cp = (c1,uc2,u-uc,,), 
dp = (Tlp,T2,,~~~,Tnp) and up = (~I~,~z~,~~~,~~~). 

Then, a transition “p/q” with p,q E Tp denotes a 
successive execution of transitions p and q. 

An example of a protocol entity specification is 
shown in Figure 3. In this figure, an oval denotes a 
protocol state, and an arrow between states denotes a 
transition. For example, !a(t-set) where t-set = {5,2} 
inplies two possible message transmissions !a(5) and 
!lI(2). 

1 9 
S-reql 

+ 

S&lfl R  knfl 

PE-SPEC 1 
t-set={&21 

Figure 3: Protocol entity specification 

In this paper, we focus on the following protocol er- 
rm)rs called unspecified receptions. Although the same 
r:sults are obtained for other protocol errors, discus- 
s ons are omitted due to the limited page. 

Ibefinition 6 : Assume that message e sent by PEi is 
on the top of an FIFO queue (that is, a communication 
clannel) from PEi to PEj(i # j). If a current state 
v of PEj is a final state or is a receiving state for any 
e’(# e), then we say that an unspecified reception with 
r:spect to e occurs in PE-SPECj. 

The following definition requires that messages are 
e [changed through existing channels. 

Ibefinition 7 : Consider a topology graph G = 
( J, E) and a protocol entity specification Pi =< 
L5ip 1 Cip 7 z:;p 1 Uip >. Transitions (u, !e(j), V) and 
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(u,?e(j),w) in Tip obey h c annel restriction if the fol- 
lowing conditions are satisfied, respectively. 

l If (i, j) 9 E, then (u, !e(j), V) $ Tip for any u, V, e, 
and 

l If (i,j) $ E, then (u,?e(j),w) $Z Tip for any zl,w,e. 

If all transitions in Tip obey channel restriction, we 
say Pi obeys channel restriction. And if all Pi obey 
channel restriction, we say P obeys channel restriction. 

3 Synthesis Method for Fault-tolerant 
Multipath Routing 

3.1 Protocol Synthesis Problem 

Protocol Synthesis Problem for Fault-tolerance to 
be solved in this paper is formally defined as follows: 

Input: A topology graph G with Restriction 1, and a 
service specification S with Restrictions 2 and 3. 

Output: A protocol specification P which satisfies the 
following Conditions 1, 2 and 3. 

Condition 1 : Unspecified receptions never occur 
in P. 

Condition 2 : Even if a communication channel 
fails, the execution order of service primitives defined 
by S is kept in P. 

Condition 3 : P obeys the channel restriction. 

Non existence of unspecified receptions in Condition 
1 and keeping execution order of service primitives in 
Condition 2 are ordinary conditions for protocol syn- 
thesis. On the other hand, the channel restriction in 
Condition 3 and discussions on the failure of communi- 
cation channel in Condition 2 are unique to our discus- 
sion. Requirements (1) and (2) in Introduction 
are taken into account as Conditions (1) through (3) in 
the cases with no communication channel failures and 
with communication channel failures, respectively. 

3.2 Outline of Synthesis Method 

The proposed method to derive a protocol specifi- 
cation from a given service specification consists of the 
following four steps. 

Step 1 Obtain n projected service specifications by 
applying the projection to the given service speci- 
fication. 

Step 2 Construct an n protocol entity specifications 
by applying the transition synthesis rules shown in 
Table 1 (to be explained in 3.3.2). 

Step 3 Incorporate the capability of multipath rout- 
ing into the protocol entity specifications constructed 
at Step 2, such that the resultant specification obeys 
channel restriction. Then remove c transitions from 
each protocol entity specification by the algorithm 
in [5]. 

Step 4 Incorporate the recovery function of rerouting 
into the protocol specification constructed at Step3, 
using timeout event. 

3.3 Detail of Synthesis Method 

Since Step 1 and Step 2 are almost the same as those 
in [6], they will be explained briefly in the following. 

3.3.1 Step 1 

Projection is used for dividing a service specification 
into a set of projected service specifications. Each pro- 
jected service specification corresponds to each PE. As 
in the case of S-SPEC, we use a labeled directed graph 
to represent each projected service specification. 

In the projected service specification, the service 
primitive associated with SAPi is represented only by 
PS-SPECi. Any service primitive that does not con- 
tribute to PEi is substituted by 6. 

In this step, each projected service specification PS- 
SPECi(1 5 i 5 n) is obtained from a service speci- 
fication S-SPEC by substituting each transition not 
associated with SAPi by E. 

3.3.2 Step 2 

In this step, n protocol entity specifications PE- 
SPECS are obtained from n projected service specifi- 
cations PS-SPECS. This transformation is performed 
by applying the transition synthesis rules shown in Ta- 
ble 1. 

In Tablel, OUT is specified in 2.3, and Ei denotes a 
service primitive in the PS-SPECi. Each pair of tran- 
sition synthesis rules Ale and Sk(lc = 1,2) is applied to 
each pair of transitions (5’1, Ei, 5’2) in PS-SPECi and 
(Sl, E, 5’2) in PS-SPECj(j # i), respectively. Message 
e is uniquely generated for each service primitive Ei in 
the rules A2 and B2. 

In PE-SPECS obtained at Step 2, transitions for 
messages to be transmitted and to be received directly 
between the S-node and the D-node are generated. If 
there is a path from the S-node to D-node having no 
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R-nodes, these transitions obey the channel restriction. 
However, in general, the result violates the channel re- 
striction. 

Table 1: Transition synthesis rules 
Znput Condition output 

AI w 

Bj q&&p o”t(S2)=‘i) 

q&p 

Q&p 

A2 @$$ %Ei@ X=Out(SZ) 

3.3.3 Step 3 

Step 3 incorporates the capability of multipath routing 
into n protocol entity specifications PE-SPECS that 
obey the channel restriction. This incorporation is ex- 
ecuted by applying the following TE procedure. 

Note that the protocol specification obtained at 
Step 2 possesses the same graph structure as the ser- 
vice specification, because the transition synthesis rule 
adds neither states nor transitions, and removes nei- 
ther states nor transitions. That is, each PE-SPECi 
has the same number of states and transitions. So, for 
a transition (u, Ei, V) in S-SPEC, there exist n transi- 
tions such that (u, Ei/!e(j), v)~ Tip, (u,?e(i), w) E Tjp, 
and n-2 transitions (u, E, v)~ T+ (k # i, j). 

TE procedure is applied to such n transitions. 

TE procedure: 

Input: PE-SPECS obtained at Step2, and topology 
graph G = (V, E). 

Output: PE-SPECS with the capability of multipath 
routing that obeys channel restriction. 

Procedure: For each n transitions (u, Ei/!e(j), U)E 
Zp, (u, ?e(i), W)E Tjp, and (u,E, W)E Tkp (k # 
i,j, 1 < k 2 n), execute TE-Step 1 through TE-Step 
4. Then remove all E transitions using the algorithm 
in [S]. 

TE-Step 1 Search all loop-free paths pi, + . . pm 
from PEi to PEj based on G. 

TE-Step 2 If (i,j) e E, remove transitions 
(u, Ei/!e(j), V) and (u,?e(;), V) from Tip and TjP, 
respectively. 

TE-Step 3 For each p E {pi, . .., pm} - {Ed}, where 
pd is a path from PEi to PEj having no R-nodes, 
execute TE-Substeps 3.1 and 3.2. 

TE-Substep 3.1 For each T+ (k # i,j) such 
that PEk is a R-node on p, remove (u, E, V) from 
Tkp. 

TE-Substep 3.2 Add several transitions for 
each PE based on p as follows: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

For an adjacent node PE, of PEi on p 
(PEi is an S-node on p), add a transition 
(U, Ei/?e(Z), W) t0 zp. 

For an adjacent node PE, of PEj on p 
(PEj is a D-node on p), add a transition 
(u, ?e(y>, w> to Tjp. 
For each TkP (k # ;, j) such that PEk is a 

R-node on p and PE, and PEW are a pair 
of adjacent nodes of PEk, add a transition 
(u,?e(z)/!e(w),u) to TkP where PE, is on 
the sub-path of p from 
PEW is on the sub-path 
PEj. 

TE-Step 4 Introduce t-set into 
lows: 

PEi to PEk, and 
of p from PEk to 

PE-SPEC as fol- 

(1) In the Tip, remove transitions (u, Ei 
/!e(xr), v), . . ., (u, Ei/!e(xm), v). Next, create 
a new state u’ in SQ,, then add two transitions 
(u, Ei, u’) and (u’, !e(t-set), u). Finally, let t-set 
= {21;..,2,}. 

(2) In the TjP, remove transitions (u, ?e(yi), w), 
..‘, (u,?e(y,), w) and add transition (u,?e(t- 
set), w). Then let t-set = (~1,. . , y,}. 

(3) In the TkP such that PEk is a R-node on a 
path p E {pl, .‘., pm}, remove all transitions 
(u, ?e(zl)/!e(wl), u), . . ., (u,?e(z,/)/!e(w,/), u) 
and add transitions (U , ?e(t-setl)/!e(t-set2), u). 
Then let t-set1 = {zr, . . . , zm/} and t-set2 = 
{WI,. . . , wm,}. Here, 1 5 m’ 5 m. 

At TE-Step 1, loop-free communication paths from 
tile S-node to the D-node for the message are searched 
a ; much as possible by the conventional path enumera- 
tion method [7]. At TE-Step 2, transitions that violate 
ciannel restriction are removed. If pd exists in G, it 
is clear that the transitions (u, E;/!e(j), U) E Tip and 
(,,t,?e(i), W)E TjP obey channel restriction. It is not 
nzcessary to execute TE-Step 2 and TE-Substeps 3.1 
ard 3.2 for Pd. In the TE-Step 4, modification of the 
S.node is done to avoid transmission of Ei more than 
0 Ice. 

3,3.4 Step 4 

III this step, we incorporate the function of rerout- 
ir g into protocol entity specifications PE-SPECS ob- 
tztined at Step 3. When a communication channel fails, 
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a protocol entity at the source node finds the failure by 
the timeout event, and retransmits messages. 

When a channel failure occurs on a path and a trans- 
mitted message is lost, reception events are not exe- 
cutable in PEs on the path. This is because the source 
node forever waits for receiving acknowledgement of 
the transmitted message. So, we add transitions for 
retransmission of the message to the source node. HOW- 
ever, as a side effect, unspecified receptions may occur. 
Therefore, we add supplementary transitions so that 
unspecified receptions do not occur. 

The procedure of Step4 consists of the following 
steps Sl, S2 and S3: For each transition sequence from 
the initial state uinit to the final state in each PE- 
SPEC, we apply steps Sl-S3 in this order. 

(Sl) Search a transition (~0, E, ~1) such that E is ei- 
ther a transmission event or a reception event and 
all transitions from Uinit to ~0 are service primitives. 

(S2) Consider two cases: E =!er(zr) and E = 
?el(a). 
(Case of E =!el(xl)) 

Assume that the event (u,, ?ez(zz), ~,+r) is the first 
reception event on the transition sequence from ~0. 
Then, we add the following transitions (l), (2) and 
(3) to PE-SPECi. 

(1) (un,T.O., uo). 
(2) (UO, ?e2(22), x+1>, (ul, ?e2(22), kfl) . . ., 

(G-I, ?e2(22), h-+1), 

(3) (w, ?e2(22), w) f or each state v included in the 
transition sequence from U, to the final state u,. 

After this, we regard u,+r as Uinit. 
(Case of E =?el(zl)) 

Assume the event (uk, ?es(zqj), uk+l) is the first re- 
ception event on the execution sequence from ~1. 
Then, we perform the followings. 
Let the event (U n, !es(z2),un+i) be the first trans- 
mission event on the transition sequence from state 
~1 to uk. (If the transition is not found, we regard 
U, as uk.) Then, we add the following transitions 
(1) and (2) to PE-SPECi. (If U, = uk, we only add 
a transition (l).) 

(1) (w, ?el(xl), ul), (u2,?el(a),u2), .“, 
(k,?el(~), un>. 

(2) (un+l,?el(~l),un), (un+2,?el(21),un), ..., 

(Uk,?el(Zl)r%). 

After this, we regard Uk as u;,it. 

(S3) We recursively execute (Sl) and (S2) from the 
new Uinit. 

4 Example 

4.1 Synthesis of Multipath Routing Pro- 
tocol 

In this section, we apply our synthesis method to a 
typical example. Consider a service specification S- 
SPEC shown in Figure 2 and a topology graph G 
shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Topology graph 

At Stepl, service primitives are projected to PS- 
SPECl, PS-SPEC2, PS-SPECS, PS-SPEC4, PS- 
SPEC5. 

At Step2, protocol entity specifications PE-SPECS 
are obtained from PS-SPECS. For example, consider 
transition (1, S-reql, 2) in PS-SPECl and transition 
(1,&,2) in PS-SPECi (i = 2,3,4,5). For this case, 
since OUT(2) = (5) # {l}, the transition synthesis 
rules A2 and B2 are applied. As a result, two transi- 
tions (l,S_reql,2) in PS-SPECl and (1,~,2) in PS- 
SPEC5 are changed to transitions (1, S-reql/!a(S), 2) 
and (1, ?a(l), 2) respectively. But (1, E, 2) in PS- 
SPECi (i = 2,3,4) remains unchanged since (2, 3, 
4) # 0 UT(s) for any s E S, . Figure 5 shows the result 
of Step2. 

0 1 
S-reql/!a(S) 

e 

2 

PE-SPEC 1 PE-SPEC 5 PE-SPEC i (i=2,3,4) 

Figure 5: Protocol specification after Step 2 

Step3 constructs PE-SPECS with multipath trans- 
mission that obey the channel restriction. For ex- 
ample, consider transitions (1, S-reql/!a(5), 2) in PE- 
SPECl, (l,?u(l),2) in PE-SPEC5, (1,&,2) in PE- 
SPECSi (i = 2,3,4) in Figure 5. There are three 
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Q 
?a(t-set) 

Q 
S-req 1 

+ 
!a(t-set) 

?b(t-set) ?c(t-set) 

4 & 
S-conf 1 R-conf 1 

c&J cb 
PE-SPEC 1 

t-set={ 2,5] 

‘!c(t-setZ)/!c(t-setl) 
PE-SPEC2 

t-setl= I} 
t-set2= 3,4) I 

?c(t-set2)/!c(t-setl) 
PE-SPEC3 

::::&lq 

?a(t-setl;l!a(t-set2) 
ajb(t-set2’/!b(t-setl) 

?c(t-setZ)ll!c(t-setl) 
PE-SPEC I 

t-set I=( 2) 
t-set 1={ 5) 

paths from node1 (PE1) to node5 (PES) in G : ~1: 
PE1 -+ PEs, ~2: PE1 4 .PE2 + PE3 + PEF, and p3 
: PE1 -+ PE2 --+ PEG + PEs. Next, with respect to 
~1, transitions (1, S-reql/!a(5), 2), (l,?a(l),2) are un- 
changed in PE-SPECI (i = 1,5), respectively since p1 
has no R-node. For ~2, transitions (1, S_reql/!a(2),2), 
(l,?a(l)/!a(3), l), (l,?u(2)/!u(5), l), (l,?u(3),2) are 
added to PE-SPECI (i = 1,2,3,5), By TE-Substep 
3.2, the transitions in PE-SPECl are modified to 
transitions (1, S-reql, l’), respectively. Similarly for 
p3, transitions (1, S-reql/!a(2), 2), (l,?u(l)/!a(4), l), 
(l,?u(2)/!u(5), l), (l,?u(4),2) are added to PE- 
SPECi (i = 1,2,4,5), respectively. (l’, !u(t-set), 2) 
where t-set = {5,2}. Similarly, the transitions in PE- 
SPEC5 are modified to (1, ?u(t-set), 2) where t-set = 
{1,3,4}, and the transitions in PE-SPEC2 are also 
modified to (l,?u(t-setl)/!u(t-set2), 1) where t-set1 = 
(1) and t-set2 = {3,4}. Other transitions in PE- 
SPECS and PE-SPEC4 are similarly modified, and 
all E transitions are removed. Figure 6 shows a protocol 
specification PE-SPECS after Step3. 

At Step4, timeout events and some other transi- 
tions are added. For example, consider execution 
sequence S-reql, !u(t-set), ?b(t-set), S-confl in PE- 
SPECl. Since transition (3, ?b(t-set), 4) exists after 
transition (2, !u(t-set), 3) on the transition sequence, 
four transitions (3, T.O., 2), (2, ?b(t-set), 4), (4, ?b(t- 
set), 4), (5, ?b(t-set), 5) are added in PE-SPECl. Fig- 
ure 7 shows the resultant protocol specification after 
Step4. 

4.2 Fault-tolerance 

In this subsection, we discuss whether the protocol 
specification obtained by our method realizes both Re- 
quirements (1) and (2) or not. 

Consider the protocol specification shown in Figure 
7, and assume that the channel between PE1 and PE:, 

Figure 6: Protocol sp~ification after Step3 

*ails. 
First PI31 delivers directly message a through the 

:hannel between PE1 and PE5. But this message is 
ost because of the channel failure. Then, PE1 can 
{now that the message is lost by the timeout event. 

Next, the PE1 retransmits the message via another 
,ath. Let us consider the following path : PE1 --+ 
PE2 -+ PE3 + PEy,. This retransmission is realized 
)y executing transitions !a(t-set) in PE-SPECl, ?u(t- 

,cetl)/!a(t-set2) in PE-SPEC2, ?u(t-setl)/!a(t-set2) 
n PE-SPECS and ?u(t-set) in PE-SPEC5. Here, 

d-set and t-set2 are interpreted as follows. Based on 
he source-based routing policy in Definition 4, for ex- 

rumple, !u(2) is actually executed for !u(t-set) in PE- 
!jPECl, and !u(3) is executed for !u(t-set2) in PE- 
:;PECP. 

It is clear that for the channel failure between PE1 
;tnd PEs, the execution order of service primitives is 
lf:ept in the transition sequence denoted by bold arrows 
in Figure 7. 

ri Flexibility for Topology Change 

I i.1 Problem 

Corresponding to Requirement (3), we define a 
1 ew kind of updating problem as follows: 

Input: (1) A protocol specification which is obtained 
by applying our synthesis method to a topology 
graph G. 
(2) Topology change AG due to addition or deletion 
of a node and its associated channels (We assume 
that the updated graph G + AG or G - AG still 
satisfies Restriction 1). 

Output: A protocol specification, which is obtained 
by applying our synthesis method to the topology 
graph G + AG or G - AG. 
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?a(t-setl)/!a(t-set2) 
?b(t-set2)/!b(t-setl) 
?c(t-set2)/!c(t-setl) ?c(t-set2)/!c(t-setl) 

PE-SPEC2 PE-SPEC3 
t-setl=l 11 t-setl=l!l 

Q 1 
?a(t-set) 

& 2 ?a(t-set) 
Sjnd5 

5% 
3 ?a(t-set) 

S call5 R call5 

?b(t-set) 4 fl 
S-conf 1 R-ZJ 

?b(t-set)& & 
PE-SPEC 1 

t-set2={2;4) t-set2=jlij 

PE-SPEC4 
?c(t-set) 

t-setl={2} 
t-set2=(5) 

:et) d !b(t-set) !c(t-set) ?a(;-set) 

t-set={&/} t-set={ l&4} 

Figure 7: Final protocol specification 

In the next section, we propose the following mod- 
ification method which obtains the output effectively 
using t-set rather than applying directly our synthesis 
method to G + AG or G - AG. 

5.2 Modification Met hod 

In this subsection, we describe only a procedure that 
realizes Requirement (3). At first, we explain the 
case of G + AG (that is some PEs are added). 

We suppose that PEs and their associated channels 
are incrementally added. 

Assume that PEi is a newly added node and 
PEj,, PEjz, . , PEjb are connected to PEi. These are 
the elements of AG. The added PEi can be R-node. 
Then, let PEj, and PEj, (1 5 p < Ic, 1 2 q 5 k, p # q) 
are arbitrary two PEs among PEj,, PEjz,. . , PEj, as 
shown in Figure 8. There exist loop-free directed paths 
from S-node to D-node through PEj, and PEj, in G. 
For the PEs on these paths, transitions for message 
delivery have been specified in PE-SPECS. 

By adding PEi and channels (i, &), (i, j,), new loop- 
free directed paths, each of which consists of a subpath 
from S-node to PEj,, a subpath ($,i), (i,jn), and a 
subpath from PEj, to D-node, appear in G + AG. 
Since, for the PEs on the subpath from S-node to PEjp 
and the subpath from PEj, to D-node, transitions for 
message delivery have been specified in PE-SPECS, 
modification of PE-SPEC is unnecessary for the PEs 
except for PEj, and PEj,. 

We have only to change, for each message e, !e(t- 
set,) in PE-SPECj, and ?e(t-setp) in PE-SPECj, 
into !e(t-set;) where t-setp ’ = t-setp U {i} and ?e(t-set/,) 
where t-set’, = t-set, U {i}, respectively. Similarly, if 
transition ?e(t-setil)/!e(t-se&) does not exist in PE- 
SPECI, then transition ?e(t-setil)/!e(t-se&z) where t- 
seti1 = {j,} and t-se& = {j,} is added. Otherwise 

the transition is updated to ?e(t-seti1 U {&})/!e(t-seti2 

u {.&I>. 
Next, we explain the case of G - AG. Since deletion 

of S-node or D-node makes message delivery impossi- 
ble, we assume that the deleted PE is R-node. As- 
sume that in Figure 8 PEi is a deleted node and that 
PEi was connected to PEj, , PEjz,. . . , PEj, . By elim- 
inating PEi and channels (i, &,), (i, j,), directed paths 
(j,,i), (i,j4) are deleted for any p and q (1 5 p 5 k, 
1 i q 5 k, P # n). 

In this case, we have only to delete from PE- 
SPECj, index i E t-set, in !e(t-se&) and we also delete 
from PE-SPECj, index i E t-set, in ?e(t-set,). Then, 
we delete ?e(t-setil)/!e(t-se&) in PE-SPECi. 

Figure 8: Concept of PE added 

5.3 Example 

Consider the protocol specification in Figure 7 and 
the topology change such that one PE (let it be PEG) 
is added. In this case, there exist two communication 
channels between PEs and PEc and between PEs and 
PEG. 

In the proposed method, only PE-SPECS that are 
related to newly added channels are modified. In this 
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Figure 9: Modified protocol specification 

example, the protocol entity specifications for PE3 and 
PEs are modified. In PE-SPECS, PEE, is a D-node of 
paths for delivery of message a and it is relayed through 
PE3. Then, we have newly a possibility that message a 
is relayed through PE3 and PEG and is finally received 
by PE5. 

On the other hand, PEs is an S-node of paths 
for delivery of messages b and c, and they are re- 
layed through PE3. Then, we have newly possibili- 
ties that messages b and c are relayed through PE6, 
and then are received by PE3. Therefore, t-set2 = 
(5) in PE-SPEC3 is updated to t-set2 = {5,6}, and 
t-set = {1,3,4} in PE-SPEC5 is updated to t-set = 
{1,3,4,6}. PE-SPEC6 1s similarly modified for relay- 
ing message a from PE3 to PEF, and messages b and 
c from PEG to PE3. 

Figure 9 shows only the PE-SPECS that are mod- 
ified for adding PEG. In Figure 9, the rectangle sur- 
rounded by bold lines and the values specified by un- 
derlines represent the changes needed for updating PE- 
SPECS in the modified protocol specification. It is 
clear that the number of changes needed for updating 
PE-SPECS are very small. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have proposed a new synthesis 
method which generates a fault-tolerant and flexible 
multipath routing protocol from a given service spec- 
ification. The proposed method enables derivation of 
such a fault-tolerant protocol specification that mes- 
sages are rerouted at the source node and delivered to 
the destination node even when a communication path 
fails. So, the proposed design method enables the effi- 
cient production of reliable fault-tolerant routing pro- 
tocol specification at a lower cost. 

Furthermore, for the given network topology 
1 hanges, only protocol entity specifications correspond- 
ing to the changes need to be modified in the obtained 
l~rotocol. This is useful for routing protocol for large 
I lumber of nodes. 

Although we have assumed that at most one failure 
(occurs on the network, we can relax this assumption 
z.nd we are currently trying to extend the proposed 
lnethod for attaining it , Additionally, we are also de- 
1 eloping a computer-assisted tool to evaluate the effec- 
t iveness of the proposed method. 
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